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ABSTRACT 

Lithoprobe is a new Canadian geoscientitic research pro- 
gramwhichinvntvesthecoordinationofgeophyzical.geological 
and geochcmical techniques in a collaborative effort ~mbng 
scientisfsfromuniversities,governmentandindustrytoelitend 
and relate surface geology tu strxt~res at depth. Phase I 
Lithoprobr:. ZI one-year program, began in 1984. Two transect 
l~~afions were selected: Vancouver tsland -a site that pro- 
vides theoppollunity toresotvefundamental problemsingtobat 
tectonic processes. including the deep structural manifesta- 
tionsofaccretedterranesandthegeometryandcharacteristics 
uf a young subducting Oceanic plate; and Kapuskasing Struc- 
tural Zone-a unique part of the Archean Superior Pravince 
that is interpreted to be an upthrust section of the middle tu 
lower conlinental crud. thereby allowing direct ~ccc>h tv the 
deep c~~stdt levels ofgreenstone and gneissic belts. 

Oh Vancouver Island. 205 km ofhigh-quality reflection data 
recorded to 16 s were acquired by using Vibroseis SOUICCS. A 
preliminary inlrrprelntibn indicates that the tup uf a cuntinu- 
ous band c4 reflections sloping easterly from X to IO s acrbcs 
the profile reprexnts the top of the subducting Juan de Fuca 
plate. Above this. another band of reflections may represent 
the lopofunderplatedoceaniccrust. associatedwithanearlier 
phase af subduction. which bar since acted BI a dkoikmeni 
ronetolistricfauhs within Ihroverlyine Wrangelliaterrane. In 
the Kapuskasing region. a large-scale ctustal refraction survey 
and pilot reflection experiment have been carried but. Field 
monitors indicate that kood-quality refraction data were recorded. 
A preliminairy procrsced section afthe reflection data suggests 
Iha~panufihef;lulralongwhich upthrustingmay haveoccuned 
has been imaged. A wide range ofsupportinegeorcience stud- 
ies is being carried out in both transects. A proposal far Phase 
2 Lithuprobe. in which a number of transect corridors actoh, 
the countl:i kre described. has been prepared. 

INTRODUCTION 

LITHOPROBE is a new geoscientitic research pro- 
gram in Canada that involves the coordination of 
geophysical, geological and geochemical techniques in 
acollaborativeeffortamongscientistsfromuniversities, 
government and industry to extend and relate surface 
geology to structures at depth. Phase I Lithoprobe, a 
one-year program, began in 1984. At the time of writing, 
preparation of a draft Phase 2 proposal for a continuing 
five-year program has been completed and discussions 
concerning it are in progress. In order to meet the 
objective of relating surface geology to structures at 
depth, the Lithoprobe project will be spearheaded by 
multichannel seismic reflection methods. Additional 
geoscientific investigations will provide essential sup- 
porting data to complement the reflection results and 
enable integrated interpretations. 

A large-scale research program for extending studies 
of geology into the third dimension has been widely 
discussed by Canadian earth scientists since 1981 (Fyfe 
and Rust, 1981; McLaren, 1981; and CANDEL, 1981). 
In May 1982, the Canadian Geoscience Council selected 
Lithoprobe as a major, coordinated multidisciplinary 
research effort of national scope and importance. It 
established a Lithoprobe Steering Committee (LSC) to 
oversee thedevelopmentoftheprogram. Subsequently, 
correspondence and discussions took place between 
the LX, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC) and the Department of Energy, Mines 
and Resources (EMR). The outgrowth of these discus- 
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sicms~ was a commitment of funds, from the Earth Sci- 
eixxs Sector of EMR and a decision by the LX to 
seIecFFworegkxw VancouvcrEsfandarultheKapuskasing 
Stmcttml Zone, For study in LL one-pew program. Fol- 
towing this, a CoEIabawtive Special Reject grant 
appticati@n, “Phase I LITHOPROBE- af.3xwdinated 
NaYhat Oeascience t’mject”, was sub&ted ta NSERC 
and Furwied For eY3445 tm? Chves. if&t). 

This a~ticte witt eai%centraEe ai? Fhe research p.rargw~~ 
fw E&se t t..ith~r&:. En su doing, we wilt provide 
~?x&w& j~~~~ CM the FWO trwx+xt curridors~, 
& &wes@%F SO%%GZ &k&St resuhs and interpretatboas. 
We witl cxmctwk with B k~CeQ&~i-lrssiun OF the plans for 
&ase a Li4@&. 

me, REmmQt h%WM FOR i%AS,E. t LlTtrnmu%E 

Rare I t.&huQso$e inehrdes three rwatrch com- 
puarents: t).Vibr~~ssris~~~~~cF~on~~~esonswwth- 
em Vancou\irr Istand, whwe ptetiminary studies and a 
m&r seismic r&a‘racticm pwg~am have been completed 

(VISP- see below); 2J seismic refraction and prelimi- 
nary reflection studies on the Kapuskasing Structural 
Z~one (KSZ) in northern Ontario, an upthrust section of 
middle to lower continental crust that is of fundamental 
significance for understanding the nature and evolution 
of A~chean crust: and 3) supporting geological, geo- 
chemiceE and other geophysical investigations in both 
these regions to enable integraled interpretations of all 
gewwscientifi information. ‘The seismic field work referred 
to in (1) and (2) has been completed: analyses and 
interpretation are in progress. Work on the supporting 
geoscience studies represents both new and continuing 
research and is progressing well. 

vAN(‘OIIVEK fSl.ANO 

BACKGNOUND 

An active LV~C of plate convergence exists off the 
west cost of Canada. The oceanic Juan de Fuca and 
Explorer ptates are being subd,ucted beneath the conti- 
nental America plate (Fig. I) at convergence rates of 
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about 4 cm/a and less than 2 cm/a respectively (Ri’d- and Wagner, I98 I ) Log data From the well @wAdice, 
dihough, 1977.1984). Riddihoughand Hyndman(l976) 1971, 1973) indicated on the outer shelfnearthe USGS 
discuss the evidence for past and present subduction. line also provided usefa.d constraints. Finally, ttse inter- 
while Keen and Hyndman (1979) provide a comprehen- preted two-dimensional velocity ~Uucrurai sectioza wgs 
sive geophysical review of the region. Seismicity stud- converted to a density section and the $rawitarignal 
iesin WashingtonstateQosson, 198l)andinthesouthem response calculated to ensure that Yhc s&mic tnodd 
Vancouver Island and Georgia Strait region (Rogers, wasconsistent with theobservedgravitydatg. Waldwn 
1983) show a Benioff zone dipping I’L” to the northeast, (1982) provides details d the campkte interpretation 
consistent with the relative plate motions. procedure and results. 

The 1980 Vancouver Island Seismic Project (ViSPl The upper part of the inteqwzted seismic structural 
was undertaken to provide a seismic structural model section is shown in Figure ,2c. Note that the number 
from the deep ocean of the Juan de Fuca plate to the following the semicolon (whea include& is the velocity 
inland volcanic arc ofthe America piare, and in particu- gradient in km/&n. Thus the gradient in the dark stig 
lar to provide better delineation of the subduction zone pled block from 0 to $0 km distance is hi, rewltingina 
and other structures in the region of Vancouver Island. velocityofabout6.6kmlsatadepthof~km.i~cont~t. 
A series of onshore-offshore refraction and reflection the gradient in rhe light stippled block Fmm 40 to &II km 
experiments was carried out; details of the program are distance is low, resulting in a velocity of5.0 km/s at the 
included in Ellis rf al. (1983). The success of VISP in same depth. This suggests a major structural change 
terms of the feasibility reflection experiments (Claws beneath the outer edge of the continental shelf- fmm 
er al., 1983) and the derivation of a plausible seismic the relatively hiih velocities of the upper gceaRic crust 
structural model (Spence, 1984; Spence P, al., 1985) to a block of material with an over-all lower velocity. 
contributed significantly to the selection of Vancouver The complete crustal model indicates the blockextends 
Island for the Phase I Lithoprobe study. Here we will to about 9 km depth. The position ofthis relatively low 
review briefly some of the relevant results. velocity block agrees well with that ofa middle Miocene 

Figure I shows the location of refraction profiles for melange unit as interpreted from a multichannel r&x- 
which interpretations have been completed. An off- tionprofile by Snavelyand Wagner(l981). Byusingthe 
shore crustal structure model was developed fora 100-km velocities from our seismic refraction model we have 
segment along PP’ from OBSI to OBSS. The principal converted the Snavely and Wagner (1981) interpreta- 
refraction data set consisted of seismograms recorded tion of the seismic time section @ii. 2s) to a depth 
on the three ocean bottom seismographs (OBSI, OBS3 section(Fig. 2b). whichcorrespondswellwithUvenf~~- 
and OBS5) from 37 explosive charges detonated along tion model (Fig. 2~). This comparisondemonstrates the 
PP’ at spacings of -2.5 km. This effectively produces a importance of combining seismic refraction data with 
reversed data set between OBSI and OBSS. To provide seismic retlectiondatato provide amorecompleteinter- 
better control on the interpretation of upper crustal pretation of both. 
structure near each OBS, shots from a 32-L airgun were The 3SO-km offshore-onshore line PJ consisted of 32 
tired into the individual OBSs, typically with 250-m land-based seismographs deployed across Vancouver 
spacings. For OBSI. good refraction arrivals were Island and on the mainland (Fig. I). These instruments 
recorded from shots up to 20 km distance. For OBS3, recorded two shots at the eastern end(J) of the line and 
only the da,& from shots southwest of the instrument I7 shots (P series) along the westernmost IO0 km of the 
along PP’ to a distance of about 12 km were useful for profile. lriiportantconstraintsontheinterpretationwere 
interpretation; for OBS5 only the data southwest to a provided by the offshore crustal model and the two- 
distance of about 15 km were usable. Interpretation of dimensional interpretation of profile NAF along Van- 
the OBS refraction data included both traveltime and couver Island (McMechanand Space. 1983). Interpre- 
amplitude modelling through the use of a 2-d synthetic tation procedures included an iterative inversion tech- 
seismogram computer algorithm. nique for travel-time modelling and the calculation of 

A continuous seismic protile (CSP, single-channel synthetic seismograms for 2-d models. Spence (1984) 
streamer) using a 5-L airgun was shot along PP’ from P and Spence P, al. (1985) provide details and results. 
to a position 9 km southwest of OBS3. This section thus Figure 3a shows a generalized presentation of the 
provided constraints on sediment structure for refrac- interpreted structural section for profile PJ across the 
tion modelling from OBSl to the base of the slope subduction zone. A few features are worth noting. The 
(approximately the 2000-m contour). The interpreted bend in the subducting slab occurs more than 35 km 
seismic models were also constrained by two nearby landward of the base of the continental slope; at this 
multichannel reflection sections. One section was location the dip of the oceanic plate increases from 3” to 
recorded approximately parallel to PP’ and a few 15”. The upper mantle reflector(velocity contrast of 8.3 
kilomelres northwest of it; the line extended for about to 7.7 km/s) in the velocity model may correspond to the 
45 km from near PI3 to near OBS3 (Chevron Canada base of the subducting oceanic lithosphere. An anoma- 
Resources tile data). The second multichannel section lous but necessary feature of the model is a segment of 
was recorded along the line marked USGS (Snavely high-velocity material (7.7 km/s) above the downgoing 

-.- ,.... 
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Fig. 2. (a) Unmigraied 2400% seismic reflection profile along line USGS of Figure 1 (from Snavely and Wagner. 1981). (b) Geological 
interpretation 01 (a). The interpretation of the distance-time section by Snavely and Wagner (1981) was converted to a distance-depth section using 
the refraction velocities of(c), (c) Uppercrustal velocity structure forthecontinentai margin along PP’. interpreted from dataon OBS 1,3and 5; to be 
compared with (b). Velocities (kmis) are given for the top of each region, followed after the semicolon by the velocity gradient (km/s/km) if one was 
used. The latter is important lo note. For example, at 0 km distance the velocity at a depth of 4 km is 4.0 km/s. while at 6 km depth it is 6.6 km/s. In 
contrast, at 80 km distance the velocity at a depth of 4 km is 4.6 kmis, whereas at 6 km depth it is 5.0 km/s. Note the good correspondence between 
the two interpretations 
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crust in the depth range 20 to 25 km. Along profile NAF 
(Fig. 1). McMechan and Space (1983) concluded that a 
similar region of high-velocity material was required at 
20 km depth along their profile. Spence ef al. (1985) 
speculate that such features may represent remnants of 
a subducted slab, perhaps detached when the subduc- 
tion zonejumped westward to its present position (Keen 
and Hyndman, 1979). 

Figure 3b is a stylized tectonic model (Monger ef al., 
1985) based on surface geology, the geometry repre- 
sented in Figure 3a. and other geophysical information. 
Included in the model is the speculative concept that 
underthrusting has resulted in vertical stacking of the 
older terranes, which arc underlain by the currently 
descending Juan de Fuca plate. Offshore, these ter- 
ranes include the Hoh melange (Fig. 2b) of upper 
Oligocene to middle Miocene age and the Eocene Orette 
melange. Rocks believed to be equivalent to the Metchosin 
volcanics and Crescent terrane have been drilled 
(Shouldice, 1971, 1973). Where the Crescent terrane is 

exposed in the Olympic Mountains of northern Wash- 
ington. it includes tholeitic pillow basalts, flows, tuff 
and breccia with intercalated volcanic sandstones of 
Eocene age. The Pacific Rim terrane comprises slope 
and trench deposits of Late Triassic to Early Creta- 
ccous age (Brandon, 1984). Togetherwith possible rem- 
nants from a phase of subduction older than the present 
one, most of these terranes are considered to have been 
underthrust below Wrangelliain someover-all melange- 
type mixture. 

Wrangcllia (Jones cr al., 1977) is the core of the Insu- 
lar Belt, the westernmost province of the Cordillera. It 
is composed principally of a thick sequence of late 
Paleoroicmetavolcanicsandmetasediments, theSicker 
Group.andanotherthickoverlyingsequenceofTriassic 
volcanics, the Karmutsen Formation. Faleomagnetic 
measurements on Karmutsen volcanics by Yale and 
Irving (1980), among others, have established the 
allochthonous nature of Wrangellia. Tectonic models 
(Yorath and Chase. 1981) indicate that it accretcd to 

Pacific Ocean 

f@g$ Neogene sediments Jura--Cretaceous metamorphics 
m Paleogeoe sediments m Jura-Cretaceous iotrusives 

m Tertiary volcaoics Triassic-Jurassic volcaoics & sediments 
pE& Cretaeeous-Tertiary sediments i!iii Paleozoic sediments & volcaoics 

A A Cretaceous-Tertiary volcanics 

iiii 

m Paleozoic metamorphics & intrusives 

Jura-Cretaceous sediments -Faults 
Fig. 4. Geological sketch map for southern Vancouver Island and adjacent regions (adapted from Muiler, 1977 and Yorath, 1980). The thick black 
lines show the location of Vibroseis reflection profiles run on the island in June 1984 as part of Phase 1 Lithoprobe. 
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western North America during the Mid- to Late Cre- 
taceous. That part ofthe terrane model of Figure 3b that 
underlies Vancouver Island was a principal target of the 
Phase I Lithoprobe seismic reflection survey. 

SEISMIC RCFLECTI~NS STUDIES 

Approximately 205 km of deep seismic reflection 
profiling ware carried out along the four lines shown on 
Figure I and on the simplified geological map of Figure 
4. Line 1 crosses Vancouver Island coincident with that 
part ofthe offshore-onshore refraction profile PJ. Some 
three-dimensional control on the interpretation is pro- 
vided by the short test line (RL on Fig. I), recorded 
during the VISP project (Clowcs rr al.. 1983), and Line 
3, located approximately parallel to Line I and about 20 
km east of it. Lines 2 and 4, recorded at the southeast- 
ern end of,the island, are intended to resolve particular 

tectonic features in the region-the Leech River, San 
Juan and Survey Mountain faults. 

Instrumentation used for data acquisition included a 
120~channel Texas Instruments DFS V recording sys- 
tem with four Mertr Model 18 Vibroseis sources. Group 
intervals of 90 m and source intervals of 180 m provided 
30.fold coverage. Eighteen S-Hz geophones per group 
were laid out and sixteen X- to 40.Hz upsweeps of I6 s 
duration were input over an array of one source interval 
length. Data were recorded at a sampling rate of 4 ms 
and with a 32-s listen time, the record length was 16-s. 
Basic processing included demultiplexing, crooked-line 
geometry and elevation corrections. automatic gain 
control, trim statics using a correlation procedure with 
aT= I-12 s window, stacking. digital bandpassiiltering 
from 8 to 40 Hr. and amplitude equaliration using the 
mean over a T = 4-8 s. 

Fig. 5. Segment of the 3000% Vibroseis Line 1 (Fig. 4) located near the southwestern end of the line. Lower-case letters identify some 01 the more 
prominent reflectors. Horizontal exaggeration is -2.5x. 
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Two data examples from Line I are shown in Figures 

5 and 6. The former illustrates a 13.km section near the 
southwestern end of the line, the latter shows a 13.km 
section a little more than half-way across the island. On 
both sections a number of clearly prominent reflectors 
are identified. Horizons c and h are continuous across 
nearly the entire profile. Figure 7 displays the pro- 
cessed record section for Line 4 and includes a descrip- 
tion of the local geology along the line. Note that the 
Leech River fault is particularly well imaged. Horizons 
c and h are correlative with the same horizons on Fig- 
ures 5 and 6, and indeed are ohserved clearly on all four 
lines. 

A line drawing of all retlcctions observed along Line 
I is shown in Figure 8: a very preliminary and coarse 
interpretation is superimposed. The lowermost zone of 

retlectors (h on Figs. 5 and 6) is considered to represent 
the top of the actively descending oceanic plate and 
probably comprises a 3-km thick interval of interdigi- 
tated sediments and volcanics resting upon oceanic 
crust. The northeastward dip of this reflector zone is 
about 10-12”. Above this subducting plate is a layer, in 
some places more than IO km thick, with few coherent 
reflectors. We interpret this as an underplated zone that 
may be an older oceanic slab. now accreted to the 
overlying continental crust. A seaward jump in the 
locus of subduction prior to the late Miocene that might 
have left the underplated slab was proposed by Keen 
and Hyndman (1979). Another layered zone of retlec- 
tions (con Figs. 5 and 6). within which some reflectors 
show dip divergence, is present above the underplated 
slab. This interval, like the similar one below, may 
represent mainly sediments with some intercalated vol. 

Fig. 6. Segment 01 the 3000% Vibroseis Line 1 (Fig. 4) starling 45 km from the southwest end 01 the line. Lower-case letters identity some of the 
more prominent reflectots: events c and h are continuous across the section. Horizontal exaggeration IS -2.5x. 
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canics that were underplated beneath Wrangellia when Jura-Cretaceous plutons which are observed at the sur- 
the older oceanic slab was being underthrust. This zone face (Fig. 4). At the time of final writing, our first 
may since have acted as a &!co/lrmenr zone for listric attemptsat incorporatingresultsfrom somenewdetailed 
faults that extend upward into the Paleozoic Sicker geological mapping in the region, carried out in the 
Group (Ps), the lower part of Wrangellia. The region summer of 1984 (Youth et al., 19851, into the seismic 
above the Sicker Group, where few reflections could be interpretationaretakingplace. Wefindthattheinterpre- 
identified, corresponds to the Mesozoic section of ted listricfaultsat depth(continuous obliquelinesabove 
Wrangellia, mainly the Triassic-Jurassic volcanics and and in the &col/emenr zone) generally can be projected 

L.EECH 

SE FA 
METC,HOSlN 
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RIVER 
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Line 4 
Fig. 7. Processed seismic section for Line 4. Detailed geology (Fig. 4) indicated at the top of the figure. Note the clear imaging 01 the Leech River 
fault. Events c and h are correlative with those on Figures 5 and 6. Horizontal exaggeration is - 1.6x. 
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to the surface where either faults or plutonic contacts 
are mapped. The uppermost prominent band of reflec- 
tors (a and bon Fig. 6; to the left of B.R.F.Z. on Fig. 8) 
is considered to represent the Bottle Lake limestone 
which, on the basis of geological mapping, is uncon- 
formably overlain by the upper Triassic Karmutscn 
Formation and younger Mesozoic rocks. It should he 
noted that the thick dashed lines roughly define the 
limitsofsimilarityofrctlectiontypeandgeometry; they 
do not necessarily have stratigraphic significance. 

The shallow fault (V.F.) at the southwest end of Line 
I is considered to be a surface bclwv which Eocene 
volcanic rocks have been emplaced beneath the west- 
ern edge of Wrangcllia. These volcanics have been 
recognized in offshore seismic profiles and were pene- 
trated by three offshore wells drilled in the lale 1960s 
(Shouldice, 1971, 1973; MacLeod c~tnl., 1Y77: Yorath, 
1980: Snavely and Wagner. 1981). lfwc assume that the 
underplated and rfbwllrwwnr zones are younger than the 
early Tertiary volcanics, there are implications that 
considerable material has been removed from the base 
ofWrengelliapriorto,orconcu~rcntlywith,theemplace- 
ment of the underplated zone, or that the Wrangellia 
terrane was only about I5 km thick when it docked with 
North America. The two eastern faults arc identified 
with the Beaufort Range and Cameron River fault zones, 
known from surface geology (Muller. 1977; Yorath E( 
al., 1985). The former tends to truncate the uppermost 
band of reflectors to the southwest. while the latter 
terminates the few reflectors to the northeast. Between 
these faults is a large. broad and internally disrupted 
anticlinorium, a feature that may explain the poor reflec- 
tion quality in the region. 

The top of the &col/umxr zone (reflections c on Fig. 
5. 6 and 7) corresponds well with the reft-action model 

interface at I6 km depth, as interpreted from profile 
NAF along the island (McMechan and Space, 1983) 
and line PJ XI’OSS it (Fig. 320. However, the more 
detailed retlection data show that some structure occurs 
on this boundary. Events i on the left and h on the right 
of Fig. 5 correspond well with the base of the 7.7 km/s 
sliver of Figure 3a. but its continuation castward (h on 
Figure 6) dips to significantly greater depths than shown 
by the wuctural model. Reflectionj of Figure 5 is from 
a depth corresponding to the top of the subducting 
oceanic plate in Figure 3~. but its short lateral extent 
does not allow aconvincing correlation. The otheriden- 
tified reflections on Figures 5 and 6 do not show correla- 
tions with boundaries in the refraction model. for which 
of course the resolution of structural features is much 
less than for the reflection data. 

Thegeneral interpretational concept of subhorizontal 
layers and underthrusting I-epl-esented in Figure 3 seems 
to be justified by the new reflection results. However, 
the lower part of the Vancouver Island segment of 
Figure 3a is not particularly consistent with the prelimi- 
naryreflectioninterpretation. Spence(l984)andSpence 
of al. (1985) presented an alternative model (as well as 
the preferred one of Fig. 321). which also satisfied the 
refractiondata. In this model the subducting plate beneath 
the continental shelf and western Vancouver Island 
remained at a shallower depth and dipped less steeply 
than the plate in Figure 3a. in effect replacing the 7.7 
km/s high-velocity segment included in Figure 321, but at 
G slightly greater depth. However, to satisfy the refrac- 
tion data. the plate had to bend and dip much more 
steeply helow,easternVancouver Island. Whilethealter- 
nate model is more consistent with the reflection 
interpretation. improvement is still required. That is. 
the new reflection results provide additional constraints 

S.W. LINE 1 
B.R.F.Z. C.R.F.Z. N.E. 

L 90 Km 

Fig. 8. Preliminary interpretation of Line 1 (Fig. 4). See text for discussion. P.S. -mainly Paleozoic Sicker group: V.F. Vancouver Fault (Brandon, 
1984): B.R.F.2.. Beaufort Range Fault Zone; C.R.F.Z. -Cameron River FaultZone.The heavy dashed linesroughlydefinethelimitsofsimilarityof 
reflection type and geometry they do not necessarily have stratigraphx significance. 
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for the interpretation of the refraction data set, and 
indicate that additional modelling of the refraction pro- 
tiles PJ and NAF (Fig. I) is required to incorporate 
these constraints. On the other hand, the initial refrac- 
tion models provide the necessary velocity information 
for stacking and converting the reflection sections to 
depth as well as yielding the large-scale architecture of 
the region. The two data sets applied in conjunction will 
enable a more thorough interpretation of both. 

SUPPORTINGGEOSCIENCESTUDIES 

The integration of supporting geoscientific investiga- 
tions with the seismic reflection and refraction studies 
is fundamental to the Lithoprobe program (see Yorath ef 
ul., 1985),, These are being carried out both in the gov- 
ernment sector and by university research groups. On 
Vancouver Island, they include refinement ofthe exist- 
ing reconnaissance studies of the geological structure 
and stratigraphy through the construction of detailed 
corridor maps at a scale of I:50 000, identification of 
major structures, their structural style and stratigraphic 
relationships, and related studies. Geochronological rela- 
tionships between the Jura-Cretaceous intrusives and 
metamorphics (Fig. 4) are being refined. Results to date 
suggest that the two are closely related in time but 
originated at different crustal levels (R.L. Armstrong, 
per-s. comm., 1984). Detailed geochemical studies on 
volcanic and plutonic rocks are being undertaken to 
help determine depths of emplacement, source materi- 
alsand alteration history. Stratigraphic. biostratigraphic. 
thermal maturation and clay mineralogical studies are 
being carried out on parts of the Upper Cretaceous 
Nanaimo Group on the northeast coast of the island 
(Fig. 4). Preliminary examinations have been made of 
fluids near major faults for evidence of dewatering of 
the subducting Juan de Fuca plate. On the geophysical 
side, a magnetotelluric investigation using a new Phoe- 
nix Geophysics system was carried out along Lines I 
and 3 to obtain information on the electrical conductiv- 
ity of the crust and upper mantle. Preliminary analyses 
of the data indicate a conductive layer at depths around 
15 km, coincident with the upper oceanic crustal layer/ 
dlcollrmmt zone interpreted from the refraction and 
reflectiondata(R.D. Kurtz,prrs. comm., 1984). Electro- 
magnetic induction modelling of Vancouver Island and 
adjacent regions, especially the sea. is being under- 
taken to assist the interpretation of the magnetotelluric 
data. Gravity profiles have been collected along Line I 
and along the east coast of rhe island to improve the 
datadensity andprovideadditionalconstraintson struc- 
tuntl interpretations. Existing aeromagnetic coverage 
of southern Vancouver Island has been expanded to 
include atl of the area encompassing the four seismic 
profiles. A first-order geodetic levelling profile wascar- 
ried out, which will be combined with previous and 
future measurements to determine contemporary uplift 
and subsidence rates of the region. A profile of heat 

flow and crustal radioactive heat production measure- 
ments and interpreted crustal temperatures is being 
constructed. Additional paleomagnetic studies ofTerG- 
ary and Paleozoic rocks are being undertaken. Finally, 
a seismicity cross section is being compiled along a 
corridor about Line I. It will be combined with the 
interpreted reflection profiles to enable better tectonic 
modelling of the region. 

Integration of these extensive and complementary 
data sets will enable a thorough interpretation of the 
three-dimensional geotectonic architecture in this com- 
plex region of accreted terranes and active subduction. 

KAPUSKASINGSTRUCTURALZONE 

BACKGROUND 
According to some estimates, 70% of the present 

continental crust existed by the end of the Archean. 
However, the nature and extent of the large-scale pro- 
cesses involved in the formation of that crust are not 
known for lack of critical information about the lower 
crust. All modelsofthegeological, thermal and mechani- 
cal behaviour of the lower crust depend on knowledge 
ofits composition and structure. Yet there is continuing 
debate as to whether lower continental crust was con- 
structed vertically by processes of differentiation early 
in the Earth’s history, by pfogressive lateral accretion 
of magmatic arcs throughout geologic time, by some 
other process unique to the Archean, or possibly by 
different processes in different regions. To investigate 
these processes, it is necessary to identify any relics of 
deep crust that are exposed at the surface. 

In Canada. we have an excellent opportunity to con- 
tribute significantly to this debate. The nucleus of the 
North American continental craton is the Archean Supe- 
rior Province. part of the Canadian Shield. It is a vast 
complex of metamorphic and igneous rocks, mainly 
granitoid gneisses and plutons, within which are pre- 
served numerous metamorphosed and deformed vol- 
canic and sedimentary rocks. The Superior Province 
can be divided into several subprovinces or superbelts 
in which the nongranitoid component is either largely 
metavolcanic or largely metasedimentary. Within the 
metavolcanic subprovinces are found the characteristic 
metavolcanic assemblages (greenstone belts) and their 
associated mineral deposits for which the Superior Prov- 
ince is famous. 

A unique feature of this province is the Kapuskasing 
structural zone (KSZ), a linear region of high-grade 
metamorphic rocks that transects the east-west strut- 
tural grain in the central part of the province (Fig. 9). 
Geological. gravity and aeromagnetic maps demonstrate 
the continuity of geological features and geophysical 
anomalies across the uplift. The Wawa and Abitibi 
greenstone belts to the west and east respectively have 
similar lithological characteristics and nearly identical 
ages of deposition and intrusion, suggesting that they 
are parts of a formerly continuous belt, now interrupted 
by the Kapuskasing uplift. 
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Recent studies by Percival (1981. 1983). and Percival 
and Card (1983) have shown that high-grade rocks in the 
Kapuskasingronenearchapleauformedat lowercrustal 
depths (25-30 km). As well, they have shown that there 
is a continuous transition in metamorphic level from 
low-grade greenschist facies rocks in the Wawagreenstone 
belt west oflthe KSZ. IO upperamphiboliteandgranulite 
facies in the KSZ proper. Percival and Card (IY83) have 
demonstrated that the Ivanhoe Lake cataclastic zone 
on the eastern margin is a major fault across which the 
metamorphic level drops abruptly to greenschist facies. 
They interpreted the Ivanhoe Lake cataclastic zone as a 
reverse or listric thrust fault that cuts through the entire 
continental crust. Thus, the Kapuskasing uplift pro- 
vides an oblique cross section through the upper two- 
thirds of the Superior Province continental crust (Fig. 
IO). 

The interpreted model of Figure lOneeds to be tested. 
If it is substantially correct, the relatively continuous 
oblique section provides a unique opportunity to study 
directly middle and lower crustal levels of greenstone 
and gneiss belts. Hopefully, seismic studies in the KSZ 
willmapreflections withinthe middletolowercontinen- 
tal crust from depth to surface. Combined with other 
geoscientific studies. the results could provide a stan- 
dard reference for the interpretation of deep reflection 
profiles of continental crust. 

SEISMIC STUDIES 

In July 1984. a large-scale seismic refraction program 
centred on the KS2 was carried out: Figure 9 shows the 
lines and shotpoints on the geological map. Some spe- 

citic objectives of this study include the regional-scale 
crustal structure and upper mantle velocities, tracking 
the west-dipping mid-crust velocity discontinuities pre- 
dicted by Percival and Card (1983). and providing inde- 
pendent estimates of crustal velocity structure to aid in 
the analysis and interpretation of reflection surveys. 
Twenty shots ranging in size from 800 kg to 2000 kg 
were recorded on approximately 58 seismographs, each 
including a I- or 2-Hz vertical component seismometer, 
with some units also using horizontal component 
transducers. At the time of writing (November), the 
data are being transcribed from field tapes to g-track 
computer tapes. Monitors played back in the field indi- 
cate that high-quality seismograms generally were 
obtained. 

Another component of Phase I Lithoprobe in the 
KSZ was a pilot deep-crustal reflection experiment in 
the Chapleau area (see Fig. 9). Approximately IO km of 
2400% data were recorded on a 96.channel DFS V 
system using a Bolt Technology Corporation large 
(LSS-IT) truck-mounted land airgun. Preliminary pro- 
cessing has been completed. A steeply dipping reflection, 
approximately consistent with that predicted in the model 
of Percival and Card (1983) for the Ivanhoe Lake 
cataclastic zone, and another crustal reflection within 
the underlying Abitibi greenstone belt are evident on 
the stacked section(F.A. Cook, 1985). Experiencegained 
from the pilot survey will assist planning for major deep 
reflection surveys across the KSZ, as proposed in Phase 
2 Lithoprobe. 

SUPPORTING GEOSCIENCE STUDIES 

The Kapuskasing structural zone and surrounding 
region is an excellent area for integrated geoscience 
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studier. Indeed, much work has already been carried 
out in a broad range of earth science disciplines as part 
of continuing university and government research 
programs. 

For 1984-85. nineofthefourteensupportinggeoscience 
grantsfrom the NSERCfundsfor Phase I wereawarded 
to university researchers to expedite and expand the 
scope of the investigations of the KSZ. A geomagnetic 
depthsoundingcxperiment usingamagnetometerarray 
was completed during the summer. Preliminary analy- 
ses of the data indicate that no signifiunt conductivity 
anomaly exists x~oss the zone (D.V. Woods, ,wrs. 
comm., 1984). Wide-hand magnetotelluric soundingswerc 
recorded at sites on the KSZ und its flanking regions. A 
special seismic experiment using the land ail-gun was 
carried out in conjunction with the near-vertical inci- 
dence reflection survey. Standard refraction recorders 
using up to I2 geophones per location were deployed at 
distances of I, 5. 20 and SO km from the source to test 
theapplicabilityofthesesystems.particularlyforrecord- 
ing wide-angle reflections. A range of paleomagnetic 
studies arc in progress to further OUT understanding of 
tectonic motions and deformations associated with the 
KSZ, and to establish remanent magnetirations. Gncc 
these may be products of the cooling history of the 
rocks. Such studies are complemented by the A?/Ar” 
stepheating method of thermochronomctry, which is 
well suited todetermine the cooling and erosional histo- 
riesofthe KSZand itsneighhouringregions,andtherehy 
its uplift history. Geochemical isotope studies are being 
undertaken to charactcrize the cffccts of high-grade 
metamorphism on elemental abundances, stable iso- 
tope ratios and radiogenic isotopes. particularly in rela- 
tion to fluid movement and melting. 

In addition. both federal and provincial government 
scientists will be continuing existing research projects 
and initiating new ones. Some of these pwjects have 
taken place ils part of Phase I : others are planned for the 
continuation of KSZ investigations as part of Phase 2. 
The scope of the experiments on the Kapusk;lsing struc- 
tural zone and their- integration with the seismic data 
willenahleacomprehensiveinterpretationofthisunique 
feature of the Archean crust. 

PHASE 2 LIIHOPROUE - .THt CONTINUINC~ PK~CRAM 

Phase I. the first component of the continuing 
Lithoprobeprogram, hasps-ovedimmenselysuccessful. 
A draft Phase 2 proposal for submission to NSERC and 
EMRhas heen prepared and discussions are progressing. 
The basic tenet of the draft proposal follows the con- 
cepts developed by CANDEL (19x1). It involves the 
effective integration of modern geophysical, geological 
and geochemical concepts and technology to extend 
knowledge of the surfxe geology, in various key areas 
incanada, into the thirddimension-depth. It includes 
the participation of scientists from universities. govern- 
ment and industry. 

The research plans for Phase 2 Lithoprobe will be 
developed in national multidisciplinary planning work- 
shops, the first of which was held in March 1984 as part 
of Phase I. Plans that emerged from the workshop 
resulted in the selection of the following transects for 
study during Phase 2 (Figure I I): 

Kupuskusing Strucrurul Zone. to elucidate the nature, 
evolution and uplift ofArchean continental crust exposed 
to a depth of at least 20 km x~oss a crustal panel tilted 
above a northwest-dipping thrust fault: and to establish 
the geometry at depth of the underlying thrust fault, 
whereby this crustal section may provide the calibra- 
tion for subsequent geophysical surveys of the nature 
and thickness of the Archean crust in the Superior 
Province. 

Lit/w/~&w Eosr, to establish the structure, geometry 
and relationships at depth of the crustal blocks (terranes) 
that comprise the i\ppalachian Orogen in and around 
Newfoundlandasameansofunderstanding the Paleozoic 
assemblyofitscontinentalcrust: todetermine thenature 
of the crust beneath Carhoniferous pull-apart basins 
associated with transcurrcnt faulting; and to compare 
the t-iftingprocesses that initiated the Appalachian Orogen 
with those that led to the development of the Mesozoic 
rifted and passive margin ofthe modern Atlantic Ocean 
basin. 

Sorrrh~~mConudin~~~or~lillera, toestablish thestructure, 
geomet:yandrclationshipsatdepthofthecrustalhlocks 
(tcrranes) that make up the southern Canadian Cordil- 
lera as a means of comprehending the largely Mesozoic 
assembly of its continentill crust. Particular emphasis 
will be placed on I) the collage of displaced terranes 
that compose the Intermontane and Insular belts and 
That probably amalgamated offshore to form two huge 
mosaic blocks (Terranes I and II). which accreted to 
ancestral North America in mid-Jurassic and mid- 
Crctaceous times, rrspcctively: 2) the OminecaCrystal- 
lint Belt straddling the boundary between the ancient 
miogeocline of North America and Terrane I: 3) the 
natureofthecrust beneath theCoast PlutonicComplex, 
which spans the boundary between Tut-ane I and Ter- 
rane II, and 4) determining the crustal level and extent 
of Tertiary listric normal faults in the south-central 
Cordillera. 

Ahifihi-Grmville. to establish the three-dimensional 
geotnrtl-y of the Abitihi Greenstone Belt. its internal 
structurcincludingthem~.iorfiiultsassociatedwithnumer- 
ous mineral deposit>. and the depth and geometry of the 
base of the underlying continental crust: to determine 
the geometry and structure of the Grenville Front con- 
vergent boundary. and to establish if the base of the 
continental cl-us1 there is imhricated or stepped in a 
f&hion similar to that related to the convergent hound- 
ary beneath Tibet. 

Wiilis~un Barin. to provide a review and synthesis of 
the subsidence and depositional history, and a discus- 
sion of basin geometry relative to that of the base of the 
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Fig. 11. Lithoprobe tmns.%ts as described in the Phase 2 proposal. 

crust, and of basin siting relative to the Central Plains 
electrical conductivity anomaly. preparatory to designing 
a geophysical program to elucidate the origin of this 
intracratonic basin. 

PLANNING, PROCESS 

Lithoprobe Phase 2 will build upon the results and 
experience gained from the Phase I projects. Each tive- 
year work plan will be reviewed annually. Plans for the 
first two years will remain reasonably firm, to facilitate 
logistical planning and the arrangement of contracts. 
Theremaillingthree yearswillbeflexible, totakeadvan- 
tage of spe:cial opportunities or particularly innovative 
ideas. Accordingly, proposals will be solicited annually 
for new trimsects and for new geoscience studies along 
approved transects. 

ORGANIUTION 

Lithopmbe is envisaged as a highly decentralized, 
regionally oriented multidisciplinary research program 
that will be carried out along a series of transects or 
corridors across various parts of Canada. Each transect 
will consist of several legs, each of which is devoted to a 

particular domain with its own special character and 
problems. The scientific leadership will be delegated to 
transect leaders. but it will also need a central manage- 
ment structure. The latter will comprise a steering or 
management committee, a project manager who has a 
largely coordinating role, and a variety of standing 
subcommittees. 

LITHOPROBE AND INDUSTRY 

From its onset, the Lithoprobe program has strived 
toincludeall three “estates’‘-nniversities,government, 
and the petroleum and mining industries. A representa- 
tive from each of the last is a member of the Lithoprobe 
Steering Committee. The Canadian Society of Explora- 
tion Geophysicists, the Canadian Society of Petroleum 
Geologists, and the Scientific Research Committee of 
the British Columbia Yukon Chamber of Mines have 
all endorsed the Lithoprobe project. In addition, the 
CSEG set up a special committee to provide advice to 
Lithoprobe. During Phase I members of this committee 
or alternate persons recommended by it provided valu- 
able counsel in the selection of the contractor for the 
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Vancouver Island reflection program. Industry repre- 
sentatives also contributed to the March 1984 planning 
workshop that led to the development of the Phase 2 
Lithoprobe proposal. 

One specific and important example of industry coop- 
eration spawned by the Lithoprobe program is worth 
noting. PanCanadian Petroleum Limited, through the 
efforts of Peter J. Savage, W. Lorne Kelsch and Steven 
Campbell. and in cooperation with Ernest R. Kanasewich 
ofthe University of Alberta, have extended the record- 
ing length during some of their normal exploration pro- 
grams to 20 s in order to observe deep reflections. The 
particular objectives are verification and further study 
of the Precambrian rift zone underlying the sedimen- 
tary sequence of southern Alberla (Kanasewich er ul., 
1969). To this end abou( 32 km of 3200% Vibroseis 
coverage have been recorded along a north-south line 
parallel to the original line of Kanasewich of ul. (196Y) 
and approximately 40 km wesl of it. Such data rcpre- 
sent valuable additions to the Lithoprobe program. 

SUMMARY 

Lithoprobe is an exciting and enterprising concept, 
building on recognized Canadian expertise, and aimed 
at addressing the next intellectual frontier in the Earth 
Sciences. The investigation of the third dimension of 
continentalgeologyrequires”bigscience” totakeadvan- 
tagc of the technological developments. particularly in 
seismology, that now permit probing of the lithosphere 
as never before. By so doing, Canada, with its large 
share of the Earth‘s continental crust. will fulfil its 
responsibility to carry out Lithoprohe-type crustal stud- 
ies in concert with other developed nations. 

Lithoprobe is designed to involve a large cross sec- 
tionofthcCanadianearth sciencecommunity. By bring- 
ing togcthcr a mix of expertise, with its resulting 
synergism. there is more promise ofachievingadeeper 
understanding of the continental crust than otherwise. 
Moreover, early grass roots support and current com- 
mitments in response to the geographically widespread 
nature of the studies appear to ensure the interest and 
participation of a large segment of the earth science 
community-including.intime,evengreaterparticipa- 
tionfi-om the provincial and industrial sector>. Lithoprobe, 
therefore. has the prospect ofbeingacatalyst to revital- 
ire the earth scicnccs in Canada. 
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